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The second edition of the beginner's guide to traditional wetshaving---brush, shaving cream,
safety razor with double-edged blade. The book is total in itself, but it also contains links to a
host of assets on the Web to complement the book. as much as $3. Resources are provided for
all you need to get started. This new edition tells how to cure and stop razor bumps and
ingrowns. Most men with skin problems decide they have "sensitive skin" and never realize that
the problem is the multiblade cartridge. The multiblade cartridge's tug-and-cut action frequently
results in skin discomfort, razor bumps, ingrowns, and razor burn---thus all the "defensive"
shaving preparations and "soothing and healing" aftershaves now offered. Traditional shaving is
enjoyable and thrifty: double-edged blades are as low as 9¢ each vs.50 for an individual
disposable multiblade cartridge. See reader testimonials below. For Desk of Contents, observe
Preview.
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Shaving Made Enjoyable Indeed! The books one drawback is also one of its strengths. A
satisfaction to read. His love of and enjoyment of the shaving ritual actually comes through. All
the necessary shaving devices is listed and examined in good detail. Time tested suggestions
are made for the brand new wet shaver and also even more experienced shavers. The process of
traditional wet shaving is normally explained in good detail and in a logical purchase. This is an
excellent and well written guide to traditional wet shaving with a double edge safety razor. In an
effort to give as very much information as feasible the author provides links to many, many
shaving resources scattered around the net. This is good for completeness but really requires
you to learn the book before a computer to obtain all the information.I also would have
welcomed a single chapter on the history of shaving through the ages. razor, brush, cream and a
bowl. Leisureguy is the real deal.Steve Riehle Unique resource Right now, this is the essential
primer on wetshaving. Now you'll have to place a gun to my head to get me to use goop out of a
can or even to grab the new multi-blade razors. I purchased this book when I decided to try twice
edged razors after reading a guide to shaving compiled by a barber in a newspaper.That is an
invaluable guide to wet shaving, especially with double edge safety razors, although single edge
and straight (cut throat) razors are also discussed. got it. Thomas J McKeon Indianapolis A
simple way to describe a simple task. not adjustable. The writer has a large amount of references
and tells it like he views it. Ham's writing is definitely insightful and incisive. This publication was
one of two I noticed in Amazon & I thoroughly loved reading (and re-reading) the book, and I
would recommend it to a person with a solid thirst for an elevated knowlege of the artwork of
shaving. Sure you can find a million YouTube video clips out there with men shaving. If you are a
newbie likely to try wet shaving as a newbie and do not have a clue (or even if you believe you
have it down pat), this publication is for you! It really is definitely The Bible for shaving, going
through brushes, blades, creams/soaps, razors new and old adaptable & Yes you CAN actually
anticipate shaving. It's created in a very simple and uncomplicated way.If you are not used to
wet shaving with a security razor, as I am, you almost certainly will have a whole lot of queries,
as I did so before scanning this book.Overall, I deeply appreciated this content, and the author's
attempts.Michael Ham certainly covers what for me was the most fundamental query of shaving
with a protection razor, razor burnt. He explains why it occurs and preventing it. This point alone
will improve your shaving encounter and completely justified your buying his publication. This in
my opinion is the hart of the reserve, and of safety razor shaving, and Micheal does an excellent
job upon this point managing to turn a daunting task into a basic and even enjoyable job.You will
see that the idea of sensitive skin is more to do with lack of fundamental basic technic than
genetics. After a week I was very intrigued, then the first-time that I put on after shave and it
DIDN'T burn off I was offered.The book also has by the end an appendix with a list of forums,
reference, vendors and internet links to videos and all sorts of useful information.I did so find the
publication to be needlessly repetitious. This book may have been titled, "All You Ever Wanted to
Know About Shaving--And More!" It really is comprehensive (maybe to a fault) and informative.
The book is a must have for anyone who wants to get a good close shave without cutting-nicking
or leading to bumps on the face and neck.The book offers interesting and useful ideas, like how
exactly to clean a razor and how to preserve the sharpness of the blade. I also liked the
suggestion of storing one' assortment of razors on a spice rack for screen and easy
access.Overall, by the time you finish reading this book and heading throw all, or at least a few of
the links, you will no longer be considered a beginner on wet shaving A Gourmet's Feast! Many of
the same factors were produced repeatedly in various chapters. Just a little editing by a
professional editor before publication in triming down the repetitious statements could have

been appropriate and valued. This also tends to lead to shorter much less complete explanations
in the reserve itself with a reminder that you could go read the details on the net. How did those
historic Egyptians have those clean faces with no beards of mustaches?If this is the case for you
then this book will answer most of your queries and probably some that you hadn't thought of. It
will modification your shave from a painful chore to something you truly look forward to each
day.While this is a brief book, it covers the brand new hobby of wetshaving pretty much.
Wetshaving includes the search for the perfect old-time shave using double edge or straight
shavers and a fresh-made lather whipped up by a shaving brush.Somehow there are many, many
products in this niche market which book will guide you in choosing and using the products to
get a great shave. Actually,the goal of this manual and reference is usually get you to look
forward to your morning shave, instead of merely tolerating it.As far as I find out, this is actually
the only unbiased reserve on wetshaving, as some others are connected with particular
companies selling shaving products. Gourmet Shaving Great Book to read if you are looking into
wet shaving. Highly Recommended. Four Stars Great for anyone thinking about getting into safty
razors. Great reference for traditional wet shaving! Comparisons and differences between your
single blade safety razor and the ultra costly blades with multiple blades are intelligently
described. Some of them have become good. Some of them have bad technique and consider
they are great. Every guy who hates his shave and walks around with three days development
MUST read this publication. He knows his techinique and adores the procedure of shaving. I
discover that many of the guys in the videos that do have great technique learned it from this
book. So I came right here and got it. If you are thinking of making the switch read this book!
Essential. After much analysis on the web and reading a few wet shaving community forums this
book kept getting stated. This book in combination with online resources will answer almost
anything you wanted to find out about the artwork of wet shaving. After reading it I was
interested in it therefore i ordered a simple kit;Overall this is an essential guideline to
shaving.Micheal also offers an array of useful advice on most reasons for having shaving like,
brushes, lotions, blades, razors, even though the list continues on he objectively reminds you that
whenever it comes to these specifics what works for him won't necessarily work for you, but this
info will help you to start your own search for the right tools for you. The Best Reserve on Wet
shaving (or any shaving method) PERIOD. I found this to become a very good reserve. So if you
are looking to change this book is invaluable. So informative I gave someone to my father This
book is a wonderful resource if you are starting into the world of Wet shaving. I thought about
switching about a year ago from Machs and what not to DE. I acquired a duplicate at the
recommendation of a website forum. Once I read it cover to cover once or twice I bought a
duplicate for my dad. Now he and I share our shaving tales over the phone, very much to the
chagrin of our wives. The definitive guide to shaving with a double-edge blade Absolutely the
best reserve of its type. Required reading for anyone prepared to ditch their cartridges and
consider up a basic safety razor. He names brands he thinks are very good along with lemons
and calls it as he sees it. The author is clearly knowledgeable and well informed.
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